
Illuminating the Road Ahead: Celebrating Sommer Woods and Her Impact on Transit in Detroit 

A shining example of impactful leadership is found in Sommer Woods, whose contributions to 
public transportation in Detroit, especially as the Director of External Relations for M-1 Rail, have 
left an indelible mark on our community. 

Sommer Woods is known for her vibrant presence and innovative approach in the transit sector. Her 
role in the development and implementation of the M-1 Rail, a streetcar system in Detroit, 
exemplifies her commitment to enhancing urban mobility. Her efforts in this project were not 
limited to mere logistical planning; they encompassed a broad spectrum of community 
engagement, environmental considerations, and sustainable development. 

At SMART, we are inspired by Woods' focus on inclusivity and community engagement. Her work 
aligns with our mission to provide accessible and reliable transportation solutions. Woods' 
initiatives in community outreach and stakeholder engagement have set a benchmark for how 
transit projects can effectively incorporate public input and address community needs. 

Beyond her role with M-1 Rail, Sommer Woods has been a trailblazer in various capacities within 
the Detroit community. Her leadership extends to numerous civic and community organizations, 
where she advocates for equitable access to transportation and sustainable urban development. 
Her involvement in these initiatives highlights her deep understanding of the integral role public 
transit plays in shaping vibrant, connected communities. 

Our "Women In Transit" campaign at SMART celebrates the impressive achievements of leaders like 
Sommer Woods. We recognize the significant impact they have had in transforming public transit, 
not just as a means of transportation, but as a platform for community development and 
engagement. 

As we honor Sommer Woods, we are reminded of the power of visionary leadership in public 
transit. Her dedication to creating a more accessible, sustainable, and community-focused transit 
system resonates with our goals at SMART. Woods' work in Detroit, particularly with M-1 Rail, serves 
as an inspiration for us to continue pushing boundaries and innovating in our services. 

This Women's Month, let's acknowledge the remarkable journey and accomplishments of Sommer 
Woods and other women in transit. Their contributions go beyond improving infrastructure; they are 
building the foundations for more connected and inclusive communities. At SMART, we are proud to 
be part of this ongoing narrative, embracing the challenges and opportunities ahead, and driving 
change in the spirit of leaders like Sommer Woods. Her legacy is a guiding light as we advance 
towards a future of transit that is more responsive, inclusive, and attuned to the needs of our 
community. 

 


